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Andy Moses' newest exhibition at the William Turner Gallery reads like a complicated luminous journey into the center of a crashing wave. Pearlescent

pigments erupt, extend and recede simultaneously across the canvas in undulating blues and whites with the occasional red acrylic thrown into the mix.

Paintings like Te Rangi deal specifically with the fluidity of color and form as an organic phenomenon, the effect born out of the natural movements in nature.

The fact the paintings are constructed from convex and concave canvases makes them that much more striking, as the actual "objectness" or materiality of the

works reflect the implied narrative of movement through space and time, creating a seemingly endless trajectory, a wave of flowing, irrefutable color.

Other works appear less "painterly" and possess more of a deliberate organizational quality. In Uncompahgre, the title of which refers to a national forest in

the state of Colorado and the highest peak of the San Juan Mountains, horizontal lines bisect the picture-plane, forming a more predictable linearity of various

shades of deepening blues, purples and reds. Probably the most surprising work in the show is Permian Basin, a near incandescent color field of pinks and tonal

variations of white lines that again intersect and disperse the linearity within the work. This painting in particular captures the extraordinary play of light across

the canvas, extending and widening the illusion of depth until the viewer feels the sensation of falling into a deepening pool of water. 

Many of Moses' titles also reference specific geological landmarks and actual sites within nature. For example, Aqaba, the title of another work, is actually a

coastal town in the far south of Jordan and the Permian Basin is located in western Texas and adjoined with New Mexico. The titles serve as signposts, albeit

directionless since color and movement are all we have to go on. Yet they give these paintings added texture, gravity and complexity as one discovers that

each work demonstrates the spirit of the place it references. These works capture the sensibility of place and time as though flying above the ocean; we might

chart a course to the center of the world and back again. The effect is near transcendental.
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